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Editorial
Manuela Martinez
European Bulletin Editor

Welcome to the December 2014 edition of the ISRA Bulletin.
It is a pleasure to contribute to ISRA by allowing all the ISRA
members to share your information with regards to your
research, teaching, publications, meetings, etc., with all of us.
I also consider very important to share information that have a
short deadline, as for example, job positions, for which the
bulletin may not be appropriate. In this case I invite all of you to
send this information to the editors, either Eric or myself, which
would be very happy to disseminate it among the ISRA members in a short time by email.
In this Bulletin, we give the first information about the July 2016 ISRA World Meeting in
Sydney, Australia. The co-organizers are Thomas F. Denson and Wayne Warburto from the
Universities of New South Wales, and Macquarie, Sydney, respectively. In this Meeting we
will have for first time the opportunity to meet colleagues from Asia that have not attended
ISRA meetings before. Furthermore, I want to say that I visited Sydney recently and I found
the experience extraordinary as well all the possibilities that traveling through Australia
offers.
This Bulletin begins with words from ours President, Kaj Björkqvist, our President-Elect
Mike Potegal, and our Past-President John Knutson as well as our Executive Secretary,
Dominic Parrott. Then, we encourage all of you to participate in the 2016 World Meeting in
Sydney. Next, I present some information about Upcoming Conferences. Following, you
will find information about recent books edited by ISRA members. The Bulletin finishes
with information about ISRA. As the Chair of the Membership Committee, I would be very
happy if all of you share your experience as part of ISRA with your colleagues and students
and invite them to join us. As always, we end the Bulletin with the ISRA Flyer that is
designed to describe our society, increase our exposure, and attract new members; be
sure to share this flyer with your colleagues and students.
In closing, please remember to email Eric with any materials you would like us to include
in the next issue of the Bulletin in June 2015.
With my best wishes,
Manuela
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A Message from Our President,
Kaj Björkqvist

Dear ISRA Colleagues,
Greetings from a cold, wintry Finland! Writing this, outside
my window I can see a very bright, sunny day, blue sky, the
sea covered with ice, people walking and skiing on the ice,
and everything is just white. You could not imagine a more
serene, peaceful sight.
This is year 2015, an odd numbered year, which in ISRA
terms means a year without a biennial world meeting. That does not imply a year without
challenges and activity for ISRA officers. The planning of the meeting in Sydney in July 1822, 2016, is well on the way. I hope you will mark these days into your calendar, and keep
the dates in mind when you plan your travel schedule for 2016. The meeting in Sydney will
be the first one outside of North America (incl. Mexico) and Europe. It is a conscious step
to reach out to a broader public than before, and make it easier for researchers from
Australia, New Zealand, China, and Japan to attend. Personally, I’m very excited about this.
A biennial meeting in a country or a specific region usually stimulates interest in
aggression research and networking in that area. I wish Tom Denson and Wayne
Warburton success in their planning process.
No decision has been made yet for the location of the biennial meeting of 2018. The
location usually alternates between North America and Europe, but since the 2016
meeting is in Australia, I personally interpret it as open for both North Americans and
Europeans to make a bid for 2018. So, if you feel the calling to arrange a meeting, now is
the time to start planning and preparing a proposal. However, one lesson we learnt from
the Atlanta meeting is that it might not be the smartest idea to use a hotel as venue for the
conference. It is much cheaper to use a university campus, or a conference center attached
to a university. Please keep that in mind when you do your planning.
In capacity of President, I naturally have done some thinking about what I can do to
improve ISRA during my period in charge. As I see it, there are two things that are
absolutely central in ISRA activities: The Biennial World Meetings, and the journal,
Aggressive Behavior. The Biennial Meetings are an extremely important source of
inspiration, communication, and networking. Personally, I enjoy the ISRA meetings 10
times more than any other scientific conferences. However, we should not blind ourselves
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to the fact that there are conferences competing for attendance. New societies, devoted to
specialized areas within aggression research keep being established all the time, arranging
their own meetings on for instance school or workplace bullying, media violence, animal
aggression, brain and behavior, terrorism, and so forth. We have to keep a high standard
to meet this challenge.
The journal is doing really well, thanks to both the previous editor Rowell Huesmann, and
the present one, John Archer. Its impact factor keeps rising, and it is still regarded as the
most important journal in the field. Also here, however, competition is on the rise, and new
journals in the field appear all the time.
The world keeps changing, and we will have to adapt, we will have to flow with the stream
of change. One obvious transition is to go more electronic. In 2014, ISRA had its first
election of officers conducted with an electronic ballot. I think that was a positive change. I
would like to see it possible to pay the dues electronically, via PayPal, Paytrail, or a similar
system. I am sure that it would increase membership. Also, I would like to look into
possibilities of arranging council discussion meetings via internet. As it stands now, the
council meets only biennially. Somehow, that seems a waist of competence.
Best wishes,
Kaj

A Message from Our President-Elect,
Mike Potegal

Dear ISRA Colleagues,
ISRA is and has been the professional organization with which I
feel the most identification. It is therefore very gratifying to have
been elected president for the next cycle. I look forward to
working with ISRA and its members, individually and
collectively.
Our 2016 meeting in Sydney will be exciting; Tom Denson and
Wayne Warburton have done a great job in arranging the venue.
We can expect to see many new faces, especially researchers from Asia. In this context, I
am also looking forward to organizing the Young Investigators Program for the 2016
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meeting. Developing the YI Program has been among the most pleasurable of my
experiences with ISRA. It is our way of attracting and encouraging the next generation of
researchers who will invigorate the study of aggression and our organization.
I would like to develop our website so that it can be of greater benefit to members and
attract more people to ISRA. This could include listing of member activities, active
aggression research labs, job opportunities, links to other websites of interest as well as to
resources such as equipment and books (perhaps with user reviews), and a forum for
discussions of hot topics.
Research-wise, I continue to collaborate with Drs. He Li and Stanley Smerin at the
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences in Bethesda on the physiological
mechanisms of aggression escalation. We presented our results to date at the Society for
Neuroscience meeting last November and are looking for major progress in the coming
months. Given my background in the neuroscience of aggression, I feel that biologically
oriented research has become under-represented in ISRA. I will be working to involve
more of these researchers in our organization.
I would like to read members comments & suggestions on these issues. My email address
is poteg001@umn.edu
Regards,
Mike

A Message from Our Past-President,
John Knutson

Dear ISRA members,
Although the Constitution and By-laws specify a few tasks
for the Past-President, it is not clear to me that messages
from a Past-President are necessarily a good idea or
welcomed. Still, I had a couple of thoughts that I would like
to contribute to The Bulletin.
During the last few weeks, my wife and I have been doing
some tentative trip planning for the next few years. That is, of course, one of the
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benefits of emeritus status—having flexibility in scheduling to permit more
opportunities to travel. As we chatted about some travel opportunities for 2016,
Claudia reminded me to keep in mind that we would be going to Australia for the
next biennial ISRA World meeting. I certainly had not forgotten the meeting, but she
knows that I do have a tendency to plan without looking carefully at the calendar,
resulting in some critical last-minute shifts. In that conversation, we also reflected
on the unique travel opportunities that have arisen through my 40 odd years of
ISRA membership. Although the impetus to participate in ISRA meetings has been
driven primarily by the research presented and the exchanges with ISRA members,
the travel that came with World Meetings has been a great ancillary benefit.
ISRA has never held a meeting in Australia. I know there was considerable
discussion among members of Council regarding whether the venue would be too
far or too costly for members, and whether the distance and travel cost would
compromise attendance by North American and European members, while
enhancing participation from potential new members from the East. Naturally, I
hope we not only gain new members from this venue, I hope the current members
view the 2016 meeting as a unique opportunity to expand their travel experiences
while engaging in a scientific exchange. For that reason, I would urge all ISRA
members to start planning now to put ISRA in Australia into their 2016 family travel
budget. Our children, now adults long-removed from travel with their parents, still
recall with pleasure their experiences as family participants in ISRA meeting. I am
sure ISRA members and their families will relish the experience the Australian
organizers have planned and the other opportunities that are available there.
We just had a successful meeting in Atlanta, and we are now heading to Australia.
There is, at the present time no established site for the 2018 meeting. As you know,
we have a tradition of alternating between North America and Europe for our World
Meetings. Going to Australia breaks that pattern. It seems to me that it would be
appropriate for the 2018 meeting to be in Europe, but where the meeting actually
occurs will depend on some ISRA members proposing a venue and developing an
attractive application to host the meeting. For that reason, I suspect Council would
entertain proposals from many venues. I know it takes a lot of effort to put a
meeting together and it also requires considerable time. For that reason, I am
urging ISRA members to consider developing a proposal to host the 2018 meeting.
I am looking forward to seeing you in Australia and I look forward to being
introduced to new ISRA members that you have invited to join us in Australia.
Best wishes,
John
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A Message from our Executive Secretary,
Dominic Parrott
Dear ISRA Colleagues:
I am honored to have been elected Executive Secretary in
2014 and look forward to serving ISRA over the next four
years. In the coming year, ISRA officers will meet to
discuss relevant ISRA business, which includes planning
and coordination of the 2016 ISRA World Meeting in
Sydney, Australia. As Co-Organizer of the 2014 World
Meeting, I appreciate the work that lies ahead for the
2016 Organizers (Tom Denson and Wayne Warburton)
and want to thank them for the great deal of effort that
have already invested into its planning. Information about the Sydney Meeting is
included in this edition of the bulletin.
I am also happy to provide a brief summary of the 2014 ISRA World Meeting, which
was held from July 15-19 in Atlanta, GA. The World Meeting attracted 232
registrants and included 67 members, 108 students, and 30 scholars local to the
Atlanta area. We were particularly proud to attract so many student registrants and
believe this was due in large part to ISRA’s commitment to keep student registration
fees low. In doing so, we hope to have introduced a large number future aggression
scholars to the Society. Overall, registrants traveled from 22 different countries and
contributed to over 170 podium and poster presentations. The World Meeting
website is still accessible via the ISRA homepage. From the World Meeting
webpage, you can access the final program from the World Meeting (in PDF format).
I am also happy to report on the success of ISRA’s partnership with the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention at the 2014 World Meeting. In recognition of the
sometimes lengthy amount of time that expires between presentation of data at
scientific conferences and the publication of that data, ISRA partnered with the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to facilitate rapid dissemination of
research presented at the 2014 World Meeting.
A review of podium presentations from the 2014 World Meeting identified nine that
were highly regarded as having direct implications for violence prevention. The
authors of these presentations agreed to prepare research briefs based on their
presentations. These research briefs report on data that were presented at the
World Meeting and do not include any additional data or content. The intention of
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each brief is to capture the key findings and conclusions from each presentation and
present that information in a format that is more readily accessible to violence
prevention practitioners. These research briefs are now available via the ISRA
homepage, or directly at http://www.israsociety.com/2014Research.html.

Best Regards,
Dominic

2016 ISRA World Meeting in Sydney, Australia
July 18-22
The 2016 International Society for Research on Aggression World Meeting will be in
Sydney, Australia from July 18-22, 2016. The meeting will be hosted at the
University of New South Wales and Macquarie University by Thomas F. Denson,
Wayne Warburton and an enthusiastic local committee (t.denson@unsw.edu.au
wayne.warburton@mq.edu.au).

Sydney is consistently ranked in the world’s top 10 most livable cities and is a top
tourist destination for people from all over the world. Two of the major universities
in Sydney - the University of New South Wales (UNSW) and Macquarie University will serve as the sponsors of the World Meeting. The pre-meeting workshops will be
held on the leafy green campus of Macquarie University. The World Meeting proper
will take place at the UNSW campus in the beautiful Eastern Suburbs region of
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Sydney. Accommodation will be just a few minutes away at sensational Coogee
Beach.

Accommodation location: Coogee Beach
The scientific program will include invited speakers, symposia, and poster sessions.
There will be several keynote addresses and the Young Investigator Program will
continue. We will be emailing ISRA members in the next few months with details of
registration, submission deadlines, costs and relevant web links.
The social program will include a welcome reception at Coogee Beach, an optional 3hour cruise on the world famous Sydney Harbour with drinks and canapés, a walk
through the historic “Rocks” part of town, dining at some of Sydney’s excellent
restaurants, and the ISRA Gala Banquet at Cyren Restaurant in beautiful Darling
Harbour, which has views of the Harbour and Sydney skyline.
We would, of course, like to see every ISRA member come to Sydney for the World
Meeting in 2016. However, we would like to offer a special invitation to the many
excellent aggression researchers from our neighbouring countries in Asia, the
Pacific and New Zealand. Here is the chance to meet your ISRA peers somewhere
closer than Europe or the US!!
There will be an optional 3-hour cruise of
beautiful Sydney Harbour with views of
the Opera House, Harbour Bridge, islands,
and other sights. Drinks and canapés will
be served.
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Venue for the Gala Dinner: beautiful
Darling Harbour. Darling Harbour is home
to the Sydney Aquarium, Wildlife World
(where you can see koalas, wallabies, and
kangaroos!), and many bars and
restaurants.

There is also much to see in the Sydney region. Besides the city itself, to the West are
the beautiful Blue Mountains, to the north is the Hunter Valley, known for its
vineyards and fine foods, and to the south are stunning beaches and quaint coastal
towns. These destinations are all within an easy day’s drive from Sydney.

The Blue Mountains, west of Sydney.

The Hunter Valley, north of
Sydney.
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Pebbly Beach, south of Sydney,
known for its tame beach
kangaroos.

Sydney is also the ideal starting point to visit other wonderful places in
Australia: Uluru at Australia’s centre, beautiful Darwin and the stunning Kakadu
and Litchfield National Parks are major attractions in the Northern Territory. The
Great Barrier Reef and the world
class white sandy beaches of
tropical Queensland are also prized
travel destinations. South Australia’s
Barossa Valley and Western
Australia’s Margaret River region
are amongst the finest food and
wine districts in the world, whilst
Tasmania has pristine wilderness,
stunning coastlines, and a number of
historic convict-era sights. Victoria offers the gorgeous Great Ocean Road and
wonderful shopping in historic Melbourne. Whatever your taste, you will find it in
Australia!
Mossman Gorge, Daintree Rainforest, in
Tropical North Queensland (left); Uluru,
Australia’s Red Centre, in the Northern
Territory (right)
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We know that some ISRA members may be concerned about the cost of travelling to
Australia. However, the Australian dollar is currently quite weak against the Euro
and US dollar (you can check current exchange rates at http://www.xe.com/), and is
expected to decline further. Thus, exchange rates are expected to be very favourable
to most overseas travelers.
We believe that this will be a once in a lifetime opportunity for many ISRA
members and encourage everyone to come to Sydney in 2016 for the 22nd ISRA
World Meeting!
See you at the 2016 ISRA World Meeting in Sydney, Australia
It really will be worth coming!
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CICA (International Conferences on Conflict and Aggression,)
Bogotá, Colombia, 23-25 September 2015

Dear

Colleagues,
We would like to inform that the coming 39th CICA (International Conferences on
Conflict and Aggression) will take place in Bogota, Colombia, from 23 to 25
September 2015.
The CICA aims to study the phenomena of aggression and conflict solutions through
an integrated, comprehensive, and interdisciplinary approach that considers both
biological and psycho-socio-cultural factors.
The main topic of this 39th CICA will be a new opportunity to exchange our ideas on
the main issues in the broad field of Conflict and Aggression, with a specific focus on
Violence, War, and Post-conflict. However, it is open to all scientists working on
the relationship between brain and aggression, as well as to all those scholars
interested in how to deal with other close behaviors, such as violence, terrorism,
peace, and conflict at their different levels, from the internal to the international
ones, from an interdisciplinary perspective. Any other topic on conflict and
aggression may also be submitted for discussion.
It will also be a nice opportunity to networking, meeting old friends, new colleagues
and young students from around the world, in an informal atmosphere, to discuss
their current research, future directions and international development of our
fields, as well as to cross fertilize different areas of interest. This explains why
passive attendance is also most welcome.
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Submission of papers abstracts will be open until May 30, 2015, and early
registration deadline: June 30, 2015.We offer special prices for students and
accompanying people. For more information, visit:
http://www.violencewarpostconflictcongress.org
and http://www.cicainternational.org/CICAinternational/index.html.html
You may also contact us directly writing
to:cica2015@violencewarpostconflictcongress.org
Kind regards,
J. Martin Ramirez and Miguel Bettin
Organizers

XX Workshop on Aggression in Austria
Linz, November 19-21, 2015
School-Based Interventions against Cyberbullying in Adolescence
The XX Workshop Aggression will take place at the University of Applied Sciences
Upper Austria in Linz, Austria, November 19-21, 2015.
International scholars from different disciplines involved in aggression research are
invited to present and discuss their research.
Submissions (papers, poster, symposia) related to all areas of aggression research
are welcome.
The deadline for abstract submissions is June 15, 2015.
Our homepages opens February 20, for more information please visit: www.fhooe.at/wa2015
You can also contact dagmar.strohmeier@fh-linz.at or petra.gradinger@fh-linz.at
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Books Published by ISRA Members
Jozsef Haller
Neurobiological bases of abnormal aggression and violence.
Springer, Wien,2014

While basic phenomena and mechanism of aggression are presented, this book is
the first that comprehensively describes ultimate and proximate mechanisms that
transform normal (laboratory animals) or tolerable (humans) manifestations of
aggressiveness into abnormal patterns in laboratory animals and aggression-related
psychopathologies in humans.
Understanding the brain control of aggression was greatly enhanced over the last
decade. Out of the multitude of new developments, this book will primarily focus on
two: the emergence of abnormal aggression models in animals and the introduction
and expansion of brain imaging techniques in humans. Although apparently
unrelated, these developments bridged an important gap between animal and
human aggression research. Animal research gradually shifted from studying
aggression as a natural phenomenon to studying models of abnormal aggression.
Recently developed models made clear that laboratory equivalents of etiological
factors induce profound changes in brain function and alter qualitatively the neural
circuits that are activated by social conflict and that regulate aggressive behavior
under these circumstances. Brain imaging techniques on their turn provide
powerful tools of investigation, which showed spectacular advancements over the
last decade. New technologies not only allow the study of structural features, but
also reveal brain connectivities, neurotransmitter receptor profiles and other
important aspects of brain function. In brief, models of abnormal aggression made
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animal studies more relevant for human research, while brain imaging techniques
made human research more relevant for understanding brain mechanisms. The
two developments discussed in the book opened new channels of information
exchange, and created the possibility of jointly addressing the triple linkage of
etiological factors, brain changes and behavior, and to unravel novel treatment
opportunities that takes into account all three. This book intends to be the first step
towards the integration of concepts and findings that makes this possible".
Warm regards,
Jozsef

Important ISRA Notices
ISRA WEBMASTER
Our ISRA webmaster is Brian Anderson,
Center for the Study of Violence, Iowa State
University. Please contact Brian at
csv@iastate.edu if there is information you
would like to see on the website.

HAVE YOU RECENTLY PUBLISHED
A BOOK? ARE YOU ABOUT TO
LAUNCH A NEW BOOK? Why not share
this information with all other ISRA
members who might be more than interested
to read or recommend it to colleagues and
students? If you would like to see an
advertisement for your book in the next
Bulletin in December 2014, please contact
Eric Dubow (edubow@bgsu.edu) or
Manuela Martinez
(manuela.martinez@uv.es)

MEMBER WEBPAGES CAN BE
LINKED TO THE ISRA WEBSITE
If you would like your webpage listed as a
link on the ISRA website, please send your
request and the link to our webmaster,
Brian, at csv@iastate.edu.

HOW DO YOU KNOW WHEN THE
NEXT ISSUE OF AGGRESSIVE
BEHAVIOR IS AVAILABLE ON-LINE?
Wiley makes it possible to receive an email
alert when a new issue is available. It
requires that you create a Wiley log-in
which can be done from Wiley's Aggressive
Behavior home page. The link to receive
"new content alerts" is located in the upper
left section on the home page under "Journal
Tools".
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.10
02/%28ISSN%291098-2337

TEACHING RESOURCES SECTION
TO APPEAR ON ISRA WEBSITE
We are developing a Teaching Resources
section for the ISRA website. Please
consider contributing to this endeavour!
Contact Mike about materials you’d like to
share.
CALL FOR PROPOSALS FOR ISRA
WORLD MEETING VENUES
We would like to urge our members to start
developing proposals for our future ISRA
World Meetings meetings (2018, 2020, etc.).
If you would like to consider hosting a
meeting, please let Mike, John, or Kaj know.
It’s not too early to start that discussion!
16

home page: http://www.israsociety.com/

ISRA's Core Mission
Effectively addressing violence and aggression,
whether it be child abuse, domestic violence,
homicide, terrorism, sexual violence, or civil
wars, requires a sustained focus by international
scientists. ISRA's principal mission since 1972 is
to show that aggression and violence, as well as
alternative ways to resolve conflicts, can be
successfully studied using scientific methods.

THE INTERNATIONAL
SOCIETY FOR RESEARCH
ON AGGRESSION
Founded in 1972

ISRA: an Interdisciplinary Society

Members, Meetings and Media

ISRA, the International Society for Research on
Aggression, founded in 1972, is an international
interdisciplinary, organization dedicated to the
study and dissemination of information on the
causes and consequences of aggressive behavior
and violence in all of its forms and contexts.

 ISRA members gather for World Meetings
every other year on alternating continents.
 All members receive Aggressive Behavior the
official journal of ISRA at a discount.
 Members receive the ISRA E-Bulletin.

The Social Burden of Violence

From Understanding to Solutions

The human capacity for aggressiveness and
violence inflicts a considerable burden on
society. Obviously, it can lead to death and
immediate physical injury, but it also creates
long-term physical and emotional disabilities. In
addition, violence has a profound effect on those
who witness it, such as the families and
communities of the victims. Moreover, it
impairs the ability of communities to address
important public health issues, such as infectious
diseases, malnutrition, urban decay, and
environmental hazards. Violence and aggression
often prevents the delivery of critical public
services, such as emergency management and
education. Such effects on society tend to
exacerbate the very adverse social conditions
that promote aggression, facilitating a vicious
circle, with violence as a crucial factor.

Finding solutions to the pervasive consequences
of aggression, requires a multidisciplinary
approach. To understand the complex causes,
our research addresses brain and other physical
processes that underlie the human capacity for
violence and the psychological processes that
facilitate violent actions. Strategies providing
alternatives to violence are studied together with
the social factors that serve to promote or
prevent violent behavior. Importantly, students
of aggression studies are increasingly moving
beyond the simple awareness of new results in
other disciplines, to develop important research
approaches that span multiple disciplines. As a
result, novel areas of synergy and convergence
between different disciplines and methodologies
emerge. ISRA meetings and media provide the
forum and the multidisciplinary audience.
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Join ISRA & Turn page! ►

Home page: http://www.israsociety.com/

A Multidisciplinary Society

Membership

ISRA is home to virtually all scientific
disciplines interested in aggression and violence,
such as psychology, neuroscience, anthropology,
animal behavior, endocrinology, primatology,
psychiatry, genetics, pharmacology, sociology,
and criminology. Joining ISRA will help you to
reach the right audience for your own research.
Its meetings provide an optimal forum to learn
about novel concepts and advances in other
fields. Members enjoy reduced registration fees
at ISRA meetings.

ISRA has four kinds of members:
 Fellows are scientists working in any
biological, psychological or social science on
problems of aggression.
 Associates are scientists or professionals
supportive of the Society’s goals but who are
not actively engaged in aggression research.
 Student members are graduate students
nominated by a Fellow of the Society.
 Life Fellows are chosen on a significant
lifetime record in aggression research.

Awards

Joining ISRA

 Each World Meeting the John Paul Scott Award
is presented to a scientist with a distinguished
lifetime contribution to aggression research.
 Presentation Awards are granted to young
scientists for excellence in presentation of
original research to a multidisciplinary audience.

In order to join the society, please send a CV to:

Prof Michael Potegal
Executive Secretary ISRA
MMC 486
420 Delaware St SE
Minneapolis MN 55455
E-Mail: poteg001@umn.edu
---------------------------------------------------------Name _________________________________
Address ________________________________
_______________________________________

The ISRA Logo
The ISRA logo reflects our intention to advance
the understanding of a deeply rooted behavior.
The humanoid figure in the logo was modified
from a petrograph called "the warrior" on the
Minnesota-Ontario border1). The figure seems to
express the ambivalent human attitude towards
aggression. The figure faces us, a spear in its left
hand, reflecting potential to kill. The tip of the
spear points downwards, so the weapon is not
about to be thrown. The right hand is up and
open, a stop-signal in many cultures, and often a
signal of peaceful intent. The heart-shaped body
expresses force and human’s emotional nature.
1)

Affiliation ______________________________
E-Mail _________________________________
Phone Office
Phone Home
__________________ ___________________
Dues including Aggressive Behavior subscription

□ Fellow 60$ □Associate 60$ □ Student 30$
These are 2010 rates

Updated Information see ISRA home page.
Official Journal: Aggressive Behavior
http://www.interscience.wiley.com

M Furtman, Magic on the rocks (2000) ISBN: 0-916691-02-0
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